Local Tree Trimming Company Publishes Blog
Post Discussing Effects Of Climate Change
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San Diego, California based All Clear Tree Service recently posted an article on their website
discussing how change in climate is continuing to change the Earth’s landscape. They also
encourage the general public to educate themselves about the phenomenon and do their part to
prevent its effects from worsening.
As noted in the article, published on the company’s website, environmental changes are occurring
across the globe and irresponsible human activity continue to cause irreversible damage to the
planet. Excessive use of natural resources also contribute to changes in the earth’s natural
landscape. Furthermore, these issues often go ignored and overlooked, even by some of the most
powerful countries on the planet.

“Global Warming is one of the greatest threats to our modern society. After years of abusing the
environment, we are finally starting to pay the price. Who would have thought that the predictions
about this phenomenon years ago are already actually happening? From severe weather conditions
in the Pacific, wildlife species becoming extinct, and melting of polar ice caps, it’s undeniable that the
effects of global warming and climate change are now posing a serious threat to all living creatures on
the planet,” says Glen Markstrom from All Clear Tree Service.
Forests are considered the lungs of the Earth, but new research shows that even the 2,000-year-old
African baobab trees have suddenly started dying. Of greater note, even younger trees are affected
by the unpredictable weather conditions caused by global warming. According to the study, 9 out of
the 13 oldest baobab trees in the world are dying or have recently died. It turns out that global

warming affected the rainfall pattern in Africa, which is how even the strongest and oldest baobab
trees were not able to withstand their local conditions. In addition, increasing temperatures continue
to disrupt sensitive ecological interactions between many species of plants and wildlife. The
unpredictable fluctuations in temperature and rainfall also affect vast ecosystems, resulting in the
death of many species of plants and animals due to their inability to adapt to this hostile new
environment.
Markstrom asserts that there are many simple ways that people can act on climate change. For
instance, he says, “By using compact fluorescent lighting fixtures (CFLs), you can save as much as
60% from your electricity bills and you also save about 300 pounds of carbon dioxide emissions in a
year.” He also encourages the general public to reuse recyclable materials and stay away from singleuse plastics. When it is time to upgrade home appliances, he also advises homeowners to choose an
appliance that is Energy Star certified. Energy Star products are more efficient, which means they can
help lower energy costs and, at the same time, reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore,
Markstrom states that planting more trees is a great way to help Mother Nature fight the effects of
global warming.
Eager to do their part, the team at All Clear Tree Service provides quality and affordable tree related
services. He explains that their arborists and technicians specialize in providing a full range of tree
services, including tree removal, tree trimming, tree pruning, landscaping, stump grinding and
removal, and so on. He also states that they are a fully licensed and insured company that practices
environmentally friendly techniques and solutions. Furthermore, All Clear Tree Service prides itself on
having expert technicians and all the equipment required to ensure that their services are going to get
completed correctly, quickly, and safely.
All Clear Tree Service is considered one of the most trusted tree services providers in the greater
California area, based on a number of positive reviews and recommendations they have received
online. They currently have an average rating of 4.5/5.0 Stars on the Google review platform.
One of their satisfied clients, Victor James, said, “We had a huge old pine that had died and we
needed a tree removal service to take it away. After calling a bunch of others, All Clear was the first to
offer up a very affordable estimate, as it turned out, so I hired them. Glen and his crew were
awesome, and cleaned up the mess so well that you wouldn't have known there was a tree removed.
Great experience. Highly recommended.”
More information about the company can be found on their website, where they also publish useful
and informative blog posts on a regular basis. Interested parties may also connect with All Clear Tree
Service through their official social media pages to stay up to date with their latest news and
important announcements.
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